
Session 3A: Syntax and its relation to morphology and phonology
(Elena Anagnostopoulou, Lisa Lai-Shen Cheng & Henk van Riemsdijk)

• the relationship between Agree and agreement, morphological
case

• the nature, role, and determination of categories
6 what is the evidence for acategorial roots?
6 how many ‘little heads’ are there?
6 what can be a syntactic head?
6 what is the correspondence between feature hierarchy/geometry

(Harley/Ritter) and syntactic hierarchy and movement?

• questions about lexical insertion
6 when? (early, late, cyclic)
6 where? (terminals or non-terminals)
6 why are there such things as ‘words’ in the first place? why don’t

we ‘speak in morphemes’?

• the distinction between agreement markers and clitics
6 diagnostics for clitic-hood (is tense invariance one of them?)

• one-head-one-feature or feature bundling under single heads
6 only one true agreement per clause? (Nevins)

• the nature of morphological features; binary/unary

• case alternations (and also: case syncretism — and the possibility
of a unified approach to both, cf. Caha)

Q why is there so much variation?



Q are syntax and phonology really different? (Bromberger & Halle)

(a) ‘government phonology’ (Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud) and
the question of whether shared terminology suggests a deeper
connection

(b) the special significance of prosodic phonology
6 are spell-out domains co-extensive with prosodic domains? 

(Selkirk)
6 where does prosody (above the word) come from? necessarily

from syntax, or not?
6 how much syntax is needed to build prosodic domains? can

prosodic phonology be used as a syntactic testing ground?
6 cyclicity and edge effects: both in syntax and in prosody

• extra-syntactic explanations for things usually thought to be the
province of syntax

6 motivation for movement (prosody, focus; Zubizarreta, Szendrõi)
Q can prosody, or PF-properties more generally, drive syntactic

operations?

Q does ellipsis necessarily target syntactic constituents only, or is
there non-constituent ellipsis?

6 if ellipsis is a PF-phenomenon, would one expect it to care about
syntactic constituency or about constituency at PF?
[non-issue if the two are co-extensive]

Q are there direct LF/PF interactions?
6 what is the modular organisation of the theoretical model?
6 what are the mapping relations between the modules?

• a rethinking of fundamental aspects of syntactic representation in
a conversation with phonology


